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NSW Syllabus Outcomes
English
WS3.9 Produces a wide range of well‐structured and well‐presented literary and factual texts for a wide variety of purposes and audiences using
increasingly challenging topics, ideas, issues and written language features.
NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum Outcomes
English
EN3‐2A Composes, edits and presents well structured and coherent texts
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Resources Needed
An item of property to be stolen
A willing criminal from the staff
Photos of numerous staff members taken the day of the crime (so the
clothing is the same)
Workbooks
Pencils/pens
Key Ideas
A designated person steals something from the classroom. The students will
be interviewed by the teacher to describe the scene that the crime occurred
in, what was stolen and what the perpetrator looked like.
Workshop Activities

Language
n/a

Assessment Strategies
n/a

5 minutes – Preparation Whilst in the staffroom speak with another teacher or the Principal and organise for them to come into the classroom and steal a
possession which would be missed. Take a photo of the future criminal and three other teachers.
5 minutes – The crime Students should be partaking in another lesson and the object to be stolen should not be too difficult to get. The teacher should run
the lesson and be oblivious to any crime going on – only the students should notice it. If students make any noises, get them to be quiet through normal
behaviour management strategies. Act as if nothing suspicious is going on. All students need to see the crime take place.
5 minutes – Realising the crime has happened. Go to the object was and talk about how you want it. For example if it is your favourite pen, say now I am
going to come around mark your books with my favourite pen, when you realise the pen is missing, say something along the lines of ‘I left my pen here a
few minutes ago, somebody has stolen it!’ Ask students not to move as a crime has taken place.
10 minutes – Discussion Ask the students the following questions;
• Did anyone see what happened?
• Does anyone know what the person who did this looks like?
• How did the crime take place?
Explain to them as witnesses they will have to leave their other work aside and write a description of the criminal. Put in every little detail so we can catch
this criminal.
20 minutes – Writing Have students write their descriptions. Don’t allow them to write the teacher/ principals name make them write what the person
looks like.
15 minutes – Making a profile Now the witnesses have written their descriptions they are allowed to discuss what they saw. As a class write a description
on the interactive whiteboard. If students disagree on clothing discuss how this could impact a real case when a police officer is investigating. Once a
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written description has been written by the whole class, explain to the students that they are now going to see a line up of potential criminals and they will
have to pick the criminal out of the line up.
10 minutes – Identifying the criminal Place the photos taken earlier up on the board. Use the class description to identify one of the photos as the criminal.
Ask students if it is the correct criminal.
5 minutes – Returning the stolen property Send two students to get the teacher suspected of the crime and ask the teacher to come to the classroom. Ask
them if they stole the item, the teacher should confess and students congratulated as they solved the crime.

